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A dual-polarized, spatio-temporally modulated metasurface is designed and measured at X-band
frequencies. Each column of subwavelength unit cells comprising the metasurface can be indepen-
dently biased, to provide a tunable reflection phase over a range of 330◦. In this work, the bias
waveform applied to adjacent columns is staggered in time to realize a discretized traveling-wave
modulation of the metasurface. An analytic model for the metasurface is presented that accounts for
its discretized spatial modulation. The analysis considers a finite unit cell size and thus provides in-
creased accuracy over earlier analysis techniques for space-time metasurfaces that commonly assume
continuous spatial modulation. Theoretical and experimental results show that for electrically-large
spatial modulation periods the space-time metasurface allows simultaneous frequency translation
and deflection. When the spatial modulation period on the metasurface is electrically small, new
physical phenomena such as subharmonic frequency translation can be realized. When the spa-
tial modulation period of the metasurface is wavelength-scale, simultaneous subharmonic frequency
translation and deflection can be achieved. For certain incident angles, retroreflective subharmonic
frequency translation is demonstrated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Metasurfaces are two dimensional structures textured
at a subwavelength scale to achieve tailored control of
electromagnetic waves. Developments in tunable elec-
tronic components have allowed dynamic control over
the electromagnetic properties of metasurfaces. Devices
such as varactors, transistors and MEMS [1–3] in ad-
dition to 2D and phase change materials [4–6] can be
integrated into metasurfaces to tune their electric, mag-
netic and magneto-electric responses. Often, the prop-
erties of a metasurface are spatially modulated to shape
electromagnetic wavefronts and achieve focusing, beam-
steering, and polarization control [7–10]. By incorpo-
rating tunable elements into their design, the properties
of metasurfaces can also be modulated in time [11–13].
While spatial modulation redistributes the plane-wave
spectrum of the scattered field, temporal modulation pro-
vides control over the frequency spectrum. Applying
both spatial and temporal variation is known as spatio-
temporal modulation, and has recently been applied to
metasurfaces [14–22]. Space-time modulation can simul-
taneously allow frequency conversion and beam steering
and shaping. It can also be used to break Lorentz reci-
procity and enable magnetless nonreciprocal devices such
as gyrators, circulators and isolators [23–26].
Spatio-temporally modulated structures are typically
analyzed and designed as continuous surfaces. That is,
the unit cell size of the physical structure is assumed to
be deeply subwavelength. However, accounting for the
discretization of the unit cell provides increased accu-
racy and can yield useful effects which are not predicted
in the continuum limit. For example, when the spatial
period of the modulation is smaller than a wavelength,
subharmonic frequency translation can be achieved in the
specular direction. In this case, scattered waves can radi-
FIG. 1. A spatio-temporally modulated reflective metasur-
face. The incident wave (dark red) can be reflected (light
blue) at an angle and frequency determined by the space-time
dependence of the bias voltage.
ate at a higher order frequency harmonic determined by
the number of unit cells in a subwavelength spatial pe-
riod. Such a behavior does not arise from a continuous
analysis of sub-wavelength modulation periodicity, since
higher-order spatial harmonics introduced by the spatial
discretization are not considered.
In this paper, we demonstrate a spatio-temporally
modulated metasurface consisting of discrete unit cells,
as shown in Fig. 1. Varactor diodes are surface-mounted
onto the metasurface, acting as tunable capacitances.
Each column of unit cells on the metasurface can be in-
dependently, temporally modulated, allowing space-time
modulation along one axis. This structure was first pre-
sented in [13], where the varactor diodes on each column
were temporally modulated with the same bias signal.
In [13], a sawtooth reflection phase in time was used, re-
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2sulting in Doppler-like (serrodyne) frequency translation.
Structures of a similar design have been subsequently re-
ported in [27].
Here, we consider a discretized, traveling-wave mod-
ulation in which the capacitance variation of adjacent
columns is staggered in time. This modulation scheme
is reminiscent of N-path networks that have received sig-
nificant attention in the circuits community [28–33] as of
late. In the context of electronic circuits, an N-path net-
work consists of a set of linear, periodically time-varying
(LPTV) signal paths connected to a common input and
output. Each path includes at least one time-varying cir-
cuit component. The time-modulation of adjacent LPTV
paths is staggered in time by Tp/N , where Tp is the mod-
ulation period, and N is the number of paths in the
network. The N-path configuration suppresses certain
harmonic mixing products. Specifically, for a modula-
tion frequency fp = 1/Tp and excitation frequency f0,
the only harmonics present at the input and output are
those at f = f0+rNfp, where r ∈ Z [28–33]. N-path net-
works have attracted widespread attention in the circuits
community due to their filtering capabilities [31, 34, 35]
and as a method to break time-reversal symmetry and
realize non-reciprocal devices such as circulators [36, 37],
and isolators [26, 30]. The non-reciprocal behavior of
N-path networks can find various applications in full du-
plex wireless communication and radar. Non-reciprocal
devices are also needed in optical fiber communications
and the protection of sensitive electronic equipment from
high-power microwaves.
Periodic space-time modulation of a metasurface im-
parts tangential momenta (an impressed wavenumber)
onto each frequency harmonic of the scattered field. The
tangential wavenumber of the modulation is given by the
spatial modulation period. Provided that each unit cell is
sub-wavelength, the behavior of the metasurface can be
divided into three regimes based on whether the spatial
period of the modulation is (1) electrically small (much
smaller than a wavelength), (2) electrically large (much
greater than a wavelength), or (3) on the order of a wave-
length. When the spatial modulation period is electri-
cally small, the columns of the metasurface appear col-
located and the behavior approaches that of an N-path
network. The staggered modulation scheme in this case
results in harmonic cancellation which can be exploited
to achieve subharmonic frequency translation. Reflected
harmonics at frequencies f = f0 + rNfp ( r ∈ Z) corre-
spond to propagating wavenumbers, while the remaining
frequencies are evanescent. In contrast, when the spatial
modulation period is much larger than a wavelength, the
capacitance variation between adjacent sub-wavelength
cells is reduced. In this limit, the discretized meta-
surface approaches a continuous spatiotemporally mod-
ulated structure: the incident wave undergoes frequency
translation [12, 13] and angular deflection. Finally, when
the spatial period is comparable to the wavelength, both
subharmonic frequency translation and angular deflec-
tion can be simultaneously achieved. At certain incident
angles, the metasurface can perform retroreflective sub-
harmonic frequency translation.
In this paper, the proposed metasurface design will
be explored both in theory and experiment. In Sec-
tion II, the semi-analytical procedure for computing
the response of the presented metasurface is discussed.
This includes the homogenization of each unit cell, fol-
lowed by a treatment of both time and space-time vari-
ation. This procedure is carried out for various modu-
lation schemes in Section III. Specifically, effects such
as specular subharmonic frequency translation, deflec-
tive/retroreflective serrodyne frequency translation, and
deflective/retroreflective subharmonic frequency transla-
tion are examined. The results of the theoretical study
are then validated experimentally in Section IV.
II. ANALYSIS OF THE TEMPORALLY AND
SPATIO-TEMPORALLY MODULATED
METASURFACE
The spatio-temporally modulated metasurface is de-
picted in Fig. 1. It is a reflective, electrically-tunable
impedance surface [38], consisting of a capacitive sheet
above a grounded dielectric substrate. The capacitive
sheet is realized as an array of metallic patches intercon-
nected by varactor diodes. It can be modulated in both
space and time with a bias signal that is applied through
the metallic vias that penetrate the substrate.
A unit cell of the designed metasurface is shown in Fig.
2a. The varactor diodes connecting the metallic patches
are biased through the vias located at the edges of the
unit cells, while the the via at the central patch is con-
nected to ground. The remainder of the biasing network
is shielded behind the ground plane. The biasing net-
work and diode orientations allow the reflection phase of
the metasurface to be independently tuned for two or-
thogonal (TE and TM) polarizations. Bias waveforms
V xbias(t, x) and V
y
bias(t, x), as shown in Fig. 1, control the
sheet capacitance for the two orthogonal polarizations.
A detailed description of the fabrication and biasing net-
work are provided in Section IV. A cross section of the
metasurface is shown in Fig. 3 under TE and TM ex-
citations. The biasing vias can be seen perforating the
(a)
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(b)
FIG. 2. (a) Unit cell of the dual-polarized, spatio-temporally
modulated metasurface. (b) Circuit model for each polariza-
tion.
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FIG. 3. Cross sections of the obliquely illuminated time-
modulated metasurface, under (a) TE polarization, and (b)
TM polarization.
dielectric substrate.
Here, we derive a semi-analytical procedure for com-
puting the response of the metasurface shown in Fig. 1,
with a discretized traveling-wave modulation. In Sec-
tion II A, the metasurface unit cells are homogenized and
represented by an equivalent circuit model. The semi-
analytical procedure for obtaining the scattered fields in
the presence of time-modulation alone is examined in Sec-
tion II B. Building upon this framework, a procedure for
computing the scattered fields produced by the space-
time modulated metasurface is then presented in Section
II C.
A. Homogenization of the spatio-temporally
modulated metasurface
In the analysis that follows, the unit cells of the meta-
surface are homogenized. Within each unit cell, the
metallic patches interconnected by varactor diodes will
be treated as a capacitive sheet. This sheet can be mod-
ulated in time, independently of adjacent unit cells. The
dielectric substrate perforated by vias (−l < z < 0), will
be treated as a uniaxial anisotropic material, with a rel-
ative permittivity tensor [39]:
r =
h 0 00 h 0
0 0 zz
 , (1)
where h is the relative permittivity of the host medium
and zz is the effective relative permittivity along the
vias. Since the metasurface is electrically thin at the
operating frequency of 10 GHz (l = 0.016λ = 0.508 mm),
a local model can be used to describe the wire medium
[39]:
zz = h(1−
k2p
k20h
), (2)
where kp = 541.81 rad·m−1 is the plasma wavenumber of
the wire medium extracted from a full-wave simulation
of the unit cell shown in Fig. 2a, and k0 is the free-space
wavenumber of the incident wave. The anisotropic sub-
strate supports TE (ordinary mode) and TM (extraordi-
nary mode) polarizations. The normal wavenumber for
each polarization in the substrate can be written as,
kTEsz =
√
k20h − k2x, (3)
kTMsz =
√
k20h − k2x
h
zz
, (4)
where kx is the tangential wavenumber of the incident
wave.
Each unit cell can be modeled with the shunt resonator
depicted in Fig. 2b. The circuit model consists of a
tunable capacitance (representing the capacitive sheet)
backed by shorted transmission-line section (represent-
ing the grounded dielectric substrate) that acts as an
inductance. As a result, the bias voltage applied to the
varactor diodes can be used to tune the reflection phase.
The phase range of this topology is 2pi−∆φ, where ∆φ is
the round trip phase delay through the substrate. Details
on the phase range of the realized metasurface are pro-
vided in Section IV. In this paper, two different reflection
phase waveforms are considered. A sawtooth reflection
phase with respect to time is studied, which allows serro-
dyne frequency translation [12, 13], as well as a sinusoidal
reflection phase with respect to time.
As mentioned earlier, each column of unit cells can be
biased independently, allowing for space-time modulation
along a single (x) axis. As a result, the homogenized
model consists of capacitive strips whose widths are given
by the unit cell size d0 = λ0/5 = 6 mm, where λ0 is the
wavelength in free space at 10 GHz. The capacitance seen
by each polarization can be controlled independently and
is uniform over the strip.
B. Time modulation of the metasurface: serrodyne
frequency translation
It is instructive to first consider the analysis of the
metasurface when it is uniformly biased across all unit
cells. In this case, there is no spatial variation in the ho-
mogenized model and the reflected power will will spread
into discrete frequency harmonics due to the periodic
time variation of the reflection phase. The tangential in-
cident and reflected fields above the metasurface (z = 0+)
can be expanded into frequency harmonics as
Einct = V
inc
0 e
j(ω0t−kxx), (5)
Ereft =
∞∑
m=−∞
V refm e
jmωptej(ω0t−kxx), (6)
H inct = I
inc
0 e
j(ω0t−kxx), (7)
Hreft =
∞∑
m=−∞
Irefm e
jmωptej(ω0t−kxx), (8)
where ω0 is the radial frequency of the incident wave, ωp
is the radial frequency of the modulation, and kx is the
tangential wavenumber of the incident wave. The inci-
dent and reflected electric field harmonics can be written
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FIG. 4. (a) Calculated capacitance modulation of the time-
modulated metasurface for TE polarization. (b) Analyti-
cal reflection spectrum of the homogenized, lossless, time-
modulated metasurface for TE polarization. (c) Calculated
capacitance modulation of the time-modulated metasurface
for TM polarization. (d) Analytical reflection spectrum of the
homogenized, lossless, time-modulated metasurface for TM
polarization.
in vector form as V inc and V ref respectively. The vector
V inc represents the incident tangential electric field and
contains only a single entry (V incm = V
inc
0 δm) since the in-
cident field is monochromatic. The vector V ref contains
all the reflected tangential electric field coefficients V refm .
Based on the detailed derivation in Supplemental Mate-
rial I and II, the reflected electric field can be calculated
for each polarization,
V ref =(Y TX + Y TX0 )
−1(Y TX0 − Y TX)V inc, (9)
where the superscript “X” is “E” for TE polarized waves
and “M” for TM polarized waves. Y TX0 is the free-
space tangential wave admittance matrix. It is a diag-
onal matrix containing entries of the free-space admit-
tances at the corresponding frequency harmonics. Y TX
is the input admittance matrix of the time modulated
metasurface. It is not a diagonal matrix since the time-
modulated capacitive sheet introduces coupling between
different harmonics.
This analysis procedure can be used to predict the scat-
tered field for arbitrary time-periodic modulating wave-
forms. Suppose the reflection phase is modulated by a
sawtooth waveform. In this case, serrodyne frequency
translation is expected [12]. The frequency of the in-
cident wave is f0 = 10 GHz and the modulation fre-
(a) (b)
FIG. 5. The staggered modulation scheme of the spatio-
temporally modulated metasurface. (a) The designed meta-
surface with a spatio-temporal bias. The unit cell size is
d0 = 6 mm and the spatial modulation period is d. (b) Ho-
mogenized model of the spatio-temporally modulated meta-
surface. The substrate is modeled as a uniaxial, anisotropic
material.
quency is fp = 25 kHz. The incident wave impinges on
the metasurface at an oblique angle of 25◦. The capaci-
tance modulation needed to upconvert the wave to f0+fp
is calculated in Supplemental Material I, and shown in
Fig. 4 for each polarization. The calculation includes 141
temporal harmonics for the field expansion and 101 tem-
poral harmonics for the capacitance modulation. The re-
flected spectra for the two orthogonal polarizations reveal
a Doppler shift to a frequency of f0 + fp. For TE polar-
ization, a 0.107 dB conversion loss and 22.83 dB sideband
suppression are achieved. For TM polarization, a 0.125
dB conversion loss and 21.64 dB sideband suppression
are achieved. As mentioned earlier, the equivalent cir-
cuit model of the unit cell provides a phase range that is
slightly less that 2pi (1.6pi for TE polarization and 1.54pi
for TM polarization used in the analysis), resulting in
undesired sidebands. For TM polarization, the reflection
phase range is slightly smaller than TE at the oblique
angle of 25◦, resulting a slightly higher conversion loss.
C. Space-time modulation of the metasurface
A space-time gradient can be applied to the metasur-
face by introducing a time delay between the capacitance
modulation applied to adjacent columns. This staggered
modulation scheme is shown in Fig. 5. It provides a dis-
cretized travelling wave (N-path) modulation. The ca-
pacitance modulation on each path is chosen to either
produce a sawtooth or sinusoidal reflection phase with
respect to time. In this staggered modulation scheme,
there are N columns of subwavelength unit cells within
one spatial modulation period d. This impresses a mod-
ulation wavenumber βp = 2pi/d onto the metasurface. N
adjacent columns of the metasurface are modulated with
bias signals staggered in time by an interval Tp/N , where
Tp = 1/fp is the temporal modulation period. One can
view each column as a path in a N-path network. The ca-
pacitance on each path v is related to that of the adjacent
5(a) (b)
FIG. 6. Modulation scheme for the spatio-temporally modu-
lated metasurface. The unit cell dimension is d0 = 6 mm and
the spatial modulation period is d = Nd0. (a) A 2-path mod-
ulation scheme (d = 2d0). (b) A 3-path modulation scheme
(d = 3d0).
path by a time delay,
Cv (t, x) = Cv−1
(
t− Tp
N
, x− d
N
)
. (10)
Here Cv(t, x) is pulse function in space, and periodic
function in time (see Supplemental Material III).
In contrast to an N-path circuit, the paths (columns of
unit cells) are not connected to a common input and out-
put. Instead, each path is displaced by a subwavelength
distance d0 = 6 mm (d0 = λ0/5) from its adjacent paths.
Examples of 2- and 3-path spatio-temporal modulation
schemes are shown in Fig. 6. At any given time, the spa-
tial variation of the reflection phase is a discretized saw-
tooth (blazed grating) ranging from 0 to approximately
2pi over a period d = Nd0.
As shown in Supplemental Materials III and IV, the
capacitance relationship given by Eq. (10) allows the
spatio-temporally modulated sheet capacitance to be ex-
panded in the following form,
C(t, x) =
∞∑
r=−∞
∞∑
q=−∞
Crqe
jq(ωpt−βpx)e−jrβdx, (11)
where βp = 2pi/d is the modulation wavenumber, and
βd = 2pi/d0 = Nβp is an additional wavenumber which
results from the discretization of the spatial modulation
into paths (unit cells). The summation over r accounts
for the discontinuity in capacitance at the the boundary
of each path as well as the microscopic variation of capac-
itance within the paths (which in this case is constant).
The summation over q accounts for the macroscopic ca-
pacitance variation over one spatial modulation period d.
The sheet capacitance of each path, is capable of gener-
ating a staggered sawtooth reflection phase in time, as
shown in Fig. 7.
The N-path symmetry of the system establishes a rela-
tion between the fields on adjacent paths [28]. The total
electric field must satisfy
E(t, x, y, z) = ej(
ω0Tp
N − kxdN )E(t− Tp
N
, x− d
N
, y, z). (12)
(a) (b)
FIG. 7. Space-time modulation scheme for the spatio-
temporally modulated metasurface. The temporal modula-
tion on each path is chosen to generate a sawtooth reflection
phase varying from 0 to 2pi over each period. The N adja-
cent paths of the metasurface are modulated by bias signals
staggered in time by Tp/N . (a) A 2-path modulation scheme
(d = 2d0). (b)A 3-path modulation scheme (d = 3d0).
Eq. (12) is used in Supplemental Materials IV to show
that the fields can be expanded in terms of a modified
Fourier series. At (z = 0+), the tangential incident and
reflected fields on the metasurface can be expressed as
Einct = V
inc
00 e
j(ω0t−kxx), (13)
Ereft =
M∑
r,q=−M
V refrq e
−jrβdxejq(ωpt−βpx)ej(ω0t−kxx), (14)
H inct = I
inc
00 e
j(ω0t−kxx), (15)
Hreft =
M∑
r,q=−M
Irefrq e
−jrβdxejq(ωpt−βpx)ej(ω0t−kxx). (16)
In Eq. (13-16), spatio-temporal harmonic pair (r, q) of
the electromagnetic field on the surface has a tangential
wavenumber
kxrq = qβp + rβd + kx
= (q + rN)βp + kx, (17)
and a corresponding radial frequency
ωrq = ω0 + qωp, (18)
where N is the number of paths within a spatial period of
the metasurface. It can be seen that the staggered modu-
lation between paths impresses a tangential wavenumber
of qβp onto the q
th frequency harmonic. The reflected
angle of each harmonic pair is equal to
θrq = arcsin
kxrq
ωrq/c
= arcsin
((q + rN)βp + k0 sin θi)
ωrq/c
(19)
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FIG. 8. Graphic representation of the spatial and temporal
frequency shifts, for different modulation wavenumbers. (a)
The modulation wavenumber βp is large. (b) The modulation
wavenumber βp is small.
The coefficients of the incident/reflected electric and
magnetic fields are related by the free-space tangential
wave admittance defined for each spatio-temporal har-
monic pair. Meanwhile, the spatio-temporally modu-
lated sheet capacitance provides coupling between dif-
ferent harmonic pairs.
To solve for the scattered field, the incident and re-
flected tangential electric field harmonics are once more
organized into vectors, V inc and V ref . Each entry corre-
sponds to a unique spatio-temporal harmonic pair (r, q).
The reflected electric field can then be calculated for each
polarization using Eq. (9). A detailed derivation of the
entries of the metasurface admittance matrix Y TX and
the free-space tangential admittance matrix Y TX0 is pro-
vided in Supplemental Materials IV.
Note that when the unit cell size is infinitesimally small
(d0  d), the variation of field across a unit cell is negli-
gible. Therefore the harmonic pairs that remain are only
those with r = 0. The capacitance modulation of the
metasurface can thus be seen as continuous,
C(t, x) =
∞∑
q=−∞
Cqe
jq(ωpt−βpx). (20)
For such a modulation, the metasurface supports har-
monics at frequency f0 + qfp, with a corresponding
wavenumber kx + qβp. Note that (20) is of the form of a
traveling wave, C(t, x) = C(t−x/vp), where vp = ωp/βp.
This case models the continuum limit, in which the spa-
tial discretization of the traveling wave bias can be ne-
glected. With the modulation waveform (sawtooth re-
flection phase in time) shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4c,
the metasurface converts the incident wave at (f0, kx)
to (f0 + fp, kx + βp), as shown in Fig. 8b. When
kx+βp > (ω0+ωp)/c, the metasurface can convert an in-
cident wave to a surface wave (as shown in Fig. 8a), pro-
vided that the corresponding surface wave is supported
by the metasurface. However, when the corresponding
surface wave is not supported, the metasurface reflects
all the power back in the specular direction at the same
frequency f0.
More generally, the transverse resonance condition can
be used to identify surface modes supported by the spa-
tially discretized metasurface. For harmonic pairs with
𝐶(𝑡 −
1
𝑁
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FIG. 9. Equivalent circuit model of the spatio-temporally
modulated metasurface when the spatial modulation period
is much smaller than the wavelength of radiation.
tangential wavenumbers larger than free space (kxrq >
ωrq/c), the transverse resonance condition can be used to
judge if the corresponding surface waves are supported.
det (Y TX + Y TX0 ) = 0, (21)
Solving Eq. (21) yields the ω0−kx dispersion relationship
for the supported surface wave. Note that when a surface
wave is supported, the reflection coefficient Vref/Vinc in
Eq. (9) diverges. This is not the case for the incident an-
gle and path number N combinations considered in this
paper. Thus, for all the proceeding examples presented
in this paper, a surface wave is not supported by the
metasurface.
For our metasurface, the unit cell size is chosen to be
d0 = λ0/5. Since the unit cell size of the metasurface is
fixed, the total spatial period d = Nd0 can be controlled
by changing N , the number of paths. This enables the
same metasurface to achieve different functions depend-
ing on the number of paths included in a spatial period. If
the modulation period d is electrically small (N is small),
then the spatial modulation wavenumber βp is large. As
depicted in Fig. 8a, this can lead to a number of higher
order harmonics existing outside the light cone. Since the
spatial modulation period is electrically small, the paths
can be viewed as collocated and a N-path circuit model
can be used to approximate the physical structure. The
equivalent circuit model of the spatio-temporally modu-
lated metasurface for d λ0 is depicted in Fig. 9. If the
spatio-temporally modulated metasurface does not sup-
port surfaces waves at the operating frequency, power is
only coupled to radiating harmonics: those within the
light cone. Based on Eq.(17), the radiated harmonics are
those with:
q + rN = 0. (22)
Since r ∈ Z, Eq. (22) implies that propagating harmonics
correspond to q = 0,±N,±2N . . . . Therefore, the radi-
ated reflected wave only contains frequency harmonics at
f0+rNfp, where r ∈ Z. This phenomena can only be ob-
served when the spatial discretization of the metasurface
is considered. In the continuum limit, sub-wavelength
7spatial modulation results in specular reflection at the
same frequency as the incident wave. However, the spa-
tial discretization introduces additional spatial harmon-
ics (the summation over r in (13-16)) that can couple
to the incident wave. As a result, the metasurface can
achieve subharmonic frequency translation. Note that
the tangential wavenumbers of the radiated subharmonic
mixing terms are all equal to that of the incident tangen-
tial wavenumber (since kxrq = kx, when q + Nr = 0).
With the capacitance modulation shown in Fig. 4a and
4c, the sawtooth reflection phase on each path enables
the metasurface to upconvert the frequency to the first
propagating harmonic pair. In this case, the metasurface
performs subharmonic frequency translation from f0 to
f0 +Nfp.
When the modulation period d is electrically large (N
is large), the spatial modulation wavenumber βp is small,
as depicted in Fig. 8b. When N is a very large value,
according to Eq. (S. 39) in the Supplemental Material,
the capacitance coefficient Crq is zero for r 6= 0. For
this case, the field variation across each unit cell is small,
and the capacitance modulation waveform is simplified to
the continuum limit given by Eq. (20). In other words,
the metasurface shows a similar performance to one with
an infinitely small unit cell size. Serrodyne frequency
translation to a deflected angle can be achieved using
the sawtooth waveform given in Fig. 4.
In addition, when the modulation period d is on the or-
der of a wavelength, the metasurface can simultaneously
perform subharmonic frequency translation and angular
deflection. The deflected angle of the harmonic pair of
interest is given by Eq. (19). Setting θrq = −θi in
Eq. (19) yields an expression for the incidence angles
at which retroreflection occurs for a particular spatio-
temporal harmonic. The deflective and retroreflective
behavior of the metasurface is showcased in Section III
for various scenarios.
III. SCATTERING FROM A SPACE-TIME
MODULATED METASURFACE FOR
DIFFERENT SPATIAL MODULATION PERIODS
Computed results are given here for various spatio-
temporal modulation cases. In Section III A, space-time
modulation schemes are designed to achieve subharmonic
frequency translation. The spatial modulation period is
kept electrically small. In Section III B, the spatial mod-
ulation period is electrically large such that beam deflec-
tion and frequency translation can be achieved simultane-
ously. Finally, in Section III C, the spatially modulation
period is on the order of a wavelength, allowing simulta-
neous retroreflection and subharmonic frequency transla-
tion. For each of the cases that follow, the conversion loss
and sideband suppression for the desired frequency har-
monic at a given observation angle are provided in Table
I. The table will be referred to throughout this section.
In all of the cases studied, the incident signal frequency
TABLE I. Simulated conversion loss and sideband suppression
to desired reflected frequency harmonic f ′ given: N - the
number of paths, θi - the incident angle, θobs - the observation
angle, and the temporal phase modulation waveform (either
a sawtooth or a sinusoid). Note that positive values of θi
and θobs correspond to waves traveling along the positive x
direction.
Ex. N θi θobs
Wave-
form
f ′
Conversion
Loss
(dB)
Sideband
Suppression
(dB)
TE TM TE TM
0 1 25◦ 25◦ saw f0 + fp 0.107 0.125 22.83 21.64
1 2 25◦ 25◦ saw f0 + 2fp 0.34 0.50 17.32 13.19
2 3 25◦ 25◦ saw f0 + 3fp 0.45 0.87 14.14 10.46
3 20 25◦ 42◦ saw f0 + fp 0.13 0.62 22.83 11.75
4 20 -42◦ -25◦ saw f0 + fp 0.13 0.62 24.17 9.04
5 20 -7.18◦ 7.18◦ saw f0 + fp 0.115 0.226 23.01 19.58
6 4 39◦ -39◦ saw f0 + 3fp 2.24 1.45 9.59 11.69
7 4 -39◦ 39◦ saw f0 + fp 1.24 0.95 10.63 11.89
8 4 39◦ -39◦ sin f0 − fp 0.50 0.31 14.94 17.71
9 4 -39◦ 39◦ sin f0 + fp 0.49 0.31 14.95 17.65
is f0 = 10 GHz. The modulation frequency, fp = 25
kHz, which is the maximum frequency which could be
experimentally validated using the available equipment
(see Section IV). For each angle of incidence, the capac-
itance modulation is calculated based on Eq. (S.4) to
achieve the desired time-varying reflection phase. Unless
specifically stated otherwise, the reflection phase of each
column (path) is a sawtooth function in time. For both
polarizations, the field is expanded into 141 × 141 har-
monic pairs. The temporal capacitance modulation on
each path is truncated to 101 temporal harmonics.
A. Small spatial modulation period (|kx ± βp| > k0)
In this section, electrically small spatial modulation
periods (|kx ± βp| > k0) are considered. In this regime,
both the +1 (kx+βp) and −1 (kx−βp) spatial harmonics
are outside of the light cone. Since the unit cell size of
the metasurface is fixed to d0 = λ0/5, 2- and 3-path
modulation (N = 2, 3) are chosen to satisfy the small
period condition. The incident wave is chosen to impinge
on the metasurface with an oblique angle of 25◦. The
modulation schemes for the 2-path (N = 2) and 3-path
(N = 3) examples are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
As explained in section II C, the metasurface performs
subharmonic frequency translation at the specular angle.
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FIG. 10. Analytical reflection spectrum of the homogenized,
lossless, spatio-temporally modulated metasurface. (a) 2-path
(N = 2) modulation for TE polarization. (b) 3-path (N = 3)
modulation for TE polarization. (c) 2-path (N = 2) modula-
tion for TM polarization. (d) 3-path (N = 3) modulation for
TM polarization.
1. Case 1: Reflective (specular) subharmonic frequency
translation
For 2- and 3-path modulation, the reflection spectra
computed from Eq. (9) are shown in Fig. 10. As ex-
pected, the strongest reflected harmonic is at a frequency
of f0+Nfp. For the case of subharmonic frequency trans-
lation, all the reflected propagating harmonics share the
same tangential wavenumber as the incident wave. Since
the modulation frequency is much lower than the incident
frequency, fp  f0, all the harmonics are at a reflection
angle of 25◦, as depicted in Fig 11. If the modulation
frequency fp is comparable with f0, then each of the re-
flected, propagating frequency harmonics will have dif-
ferent radiated angles due to their substantially different
free space wavenumbers.
𝑥
𝑧
𝜃
𝑓0, 𝑘𝑥
𝐶1(𝑡, 𝑥)𝑙 𝐶
𝑁(𝑡, 𝑥)⋯ 𝐶1(𝑡, 𝑥) ⋯
 𝜖𝑟
𝜃
𝑓0 +𝑁𝑓𝑝, 𝑘𝑥
FIG. 11. Subharmonic frequency translation of the spatio-
temporally modulated metasurface. For the presented meta-
surface, this can be achieved when N = 2 or 3.
The spectra for both polarizations, shown in Fig.
10, clearly demonstrate subharmonic frequency trans-
lation, where reflected harmonics are only radiated at
f = f+rNfs with r ∈ Z. Doppler-like frequency transla-
tions are observed for both polarizations, where the dom-
inant propagating reflected wave is at frequency f0+Nfp.
The conversion loss and sideband suppression for both
polarizations using 2-path and 3-path modulation are
provided in examples 1 and 2 of Table I. As mentioned
earlier, the unit cell provides a phase range that is slightly
smaller than 2pi, resulting in conversion loss and unde-
sired sidebands. It can be seen that, as the converted
frequency harmonic (which is equal to the path number
N in this case) is increased, the conversion loss increases
and the sideband suppression decreases. This is because
the N-path metasurface upconverts the frequency to the
first propagating harmonic pair. The higher the upcon-
verted frequency, the longer this process takes and the
larger the conversion loss due to the formation of side-
bands that results from the imperfect reflection phase
range.
B. Large spatial modulation period (|kx ± βp| < k0)
In this section, we consider two cases where the mod-
ulation period d is larger than the free space wavelength
λ0 (N is large). In this regime, both the +1 (kx + βp)
and −1 (kx − βp) spatial harmonics are inside the light
cone. In addition, when N is a large value, the harmonic
pairs (r, q) with r = 0 dominate (Eq. (S.38)). In the
first case, the metasurface exhibits serrodyne frequency
translation to a deflected angle. In the second case, the
incident angle is specifically chosen to achieve serrodyne
frequency translation in retroreflection.
1. Case 2: Deflective Serrodyne frequency translation
First, let us consider the example shown in Fig. 12a,
where a wave is incident at an angle θ1 = 25
◦ and the
number of paths is large, N = 20. From Eq. (17), the
tangential wavenumbers of the reflected harmonic pairs
𝑥
𝑧
𝜃1
𝑓0, 𝑘𝑥
𝐶1(𝑡, 𝑥)𝑙 𝐶
𝑁(𝑡, 𝑥)⋯ 𝐶1(𝑡, 𝑥) ⋯
 𝜖𝑟
𝜃2
𝑓0 + 𝑓𝑝,
𝑘𝑥 + 𝛽𝑝
(a)
𝑥
𝑧
𝜃1
𝑓0,
−𝑘𝑥 − 𝛽𝑝
𝐶1(𝑡, 𝑥)𝑙 𝐶
𝑁(𝑡, 𝑥)⋯ 𝐶1(𝑡, 𝑥) ⋯
 𝜖𝑟
𝜃2
𝑓0 + 𝑓𝑝,
−𝑘𝑥
(b)
FIG. 12. The spatio-temporally modulated metasurface per-
forming serrodyne frequency translation to a deflected angle.
The path number N > 5. The modulation frequency fp is
much lower than the incident frequency f0. (a) Wave is inci-
dent at an oblique angle θ1. (b) Wave is incident at an oblique
angle −θ2.
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FIG. 13. Analytical reflection spectrum of the homogenized,
lossless, spatio-temporally modulated metasurface, with an
incident angle of 25◦.(a) 20-path (N = 20) modulation for
TE polarization. (b) 20-path (N = 20) modulation for TM
polarization.
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FIG. 14. Analytical reflection spectrum of the homogenized,
lossless, spatio-temporally modulated metasurface, with an
incident angle of −42◦. (a) 20-path (N = 20) modulation for
TE polarization. (b) 20-path (N = 20) modulation for TM
polarization.
are given by
kxq|r=0 = qβp + k0 sin(25◦)
=
q
4
k0 + k0 sin(25
◦), (23)
given that d = 20d0 = 4λ0. The harmonics located inside
the light cone (propagating harmonics) are those with
q = 0,±1,±2,−3,−4,−5. For the capacitance variation
shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4c, the metasurface acts as
a serrodyne frequency translator. It upconverts the in-
cident wave to the harmonic pair (r = 0, q = 1) with
frequency f = f0 + fp. Note that in this case, each radi-
ated harmonic has its own tangential wavenumber, and
thus reflects at a different angle given by Eq. (19). The
harmonic of interest (f0 + fp) reflects to θ2 = 42
◦, as
shown in Fig. 12a. The reflected spectra for both po-
larizations are given in Fig. 13. The conversion loss and
sideband suppression for both polarizations are provided
in example 3 of Table I.
Let’s consider another example (shown in Fig. 12b)
𝛽
ω
−𝑘𝑥
𝜔0
𝜔0 + 𝜔𝑝
𝛽𝑝
∙ ∙
Incident 
harmonic
+1 harmonic
𝑘𝑥
(a)
𝑥
𝑧 𝑓0, −𝑘𝑥
𝐶1(𝑡, 𝑥)𝑙 𝐶
𝑁(𝑡, 𝑥)⋯ 𝐶1(𝑡, 𝑥) ⋯
 𝜖𝑟
𝜃 𝑓0 + 𝑓𝑝, 𝑘𝑥
(b)
FIG. 15. (a) Graphic representation of the spatial and tem-
poral frequency shift, for a relatively large path number N .
(b) Corresponding retroreflection performance for a relatively
large path number N .
where the spatio-temporal modulation of the metasur-
face and incident frequency are kept the same, but the
incident and reflected angles are swapped. The incident
angle is θ2 = −42◦. Each radiated (propagating) har-
monic pair of the reflected field has tangential wavenum-
ber
kxrq =
q
4
k0 − k0 sin(42◦). (24)
where q = 0,±1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. The metasurface frequency
translates the incident signal at f0 to the harmonic pair
(r = 0, q = 1), which is at frequency f = f0+fp. The tan-
gential wavenumber of the harmonic pair (r = 0, q = 1)
can be easily calculated as −k0 sin(25◦). When modula-
tion frequency fp is comparable to incident frequency f0,
the reflection angle can differ from θ1 = −25◦ due to the
significant change in the free-space wavenumber at the
reflected frequency [14], as shown in Supplemental Ma-
terial V. However, modulation frequency here is fp = 25
kHz, which is far smaller than the incident frequency of
f0 = 10 GHz. As a result, the reflection angle is −25◦.
The reflection spectra for both polarizations are given in
Fig. 14. From example 4 of Table I, it can be seen that
the conversion loss and sideband suppression are nearly
identical to those of the previous example (shown in ex-
ample 3 of Table I).
2. Case 3: Retroreflective serrodyne frequency translation
Here, we consider the case where the incident angle is
chosen to achieve retroreflection. According to Eq. (19),
setting θrq = −θi yields an expression for the incidence
angles at which retroreflection occurs for the converted
spatio-temporal harmonic. For this case, the modulation
wavenumber βp = 2kx, as shown in Fig. 15. The reflected
wave propagates back to the source with an upconverted
frequency. The retroreflection angle θi can be calculated
by solving θ0,1 = −θi in Eq. (19),
θi = − arcsin βp
2k0
= − arcsin λ0
2Nd0
. (25)
Here, the number of paths is chosen to be N = 20, and
the retroreflection angle is calculated to be θi = −7.18◦.
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FIG. 16. Analytical reflection spectrum of the homogenized,
lossless, time-modulated metasurface, for an incident angle of
7.18◦. (a) 20-path (N = 20) modulation for TE polarization.
(b) 20-path (N = 20) modulation for TM polarization.
The calculated reflection spectra for both polarizations
are shown in Fig. 16. The spectra clearly show a Doppler
shift to frequency f0 + fp. The conversion loss and side-
band suppression for both polarizations are provided in
example 5 of Table I. Note that in Fig. 16, only the
harmonic pair (r = 0, q = 1) (at frequency f0 + fp) is
retroreflective. The reflection angle of other harmonics
can be calculated based on Eq. (19).
C. Wavelength-scale spatial modulation period
(|kx|+ |βp| > k0, & ||kx| − |βp|| < k0)
In this section, we consider three cases where the spa-
tial modulation period is on the order of the wavelength
of radiation (|kx|+ |βp| > k0 & ||kx|− |βp|| < k0). In this
regime, either the +1 (kx+βp) or the −1 (kx−βp) spatial
harmonic is inside the light cone. For the fixed unit cell
size of d0 = λ0/5, 4-path modulation (N = 4) is chosen
to satisfy the wavelength-scale period condition. In the
first case, the metasurface exhibits simultaneous subhar-
monic frequency translation and deflection. In the second
case, the incident angle is specifically chosen to achieve
subharmonic frequency translation in retroreflection. In
the last case, we show that the retroreflective frequency
can be switched by changing the temporal modulation
waveform to sinusoidal.
1. Case 4: Deflective/retroreflective subharmonic frequency
translation
First, let us consider the example shown in Fig. 17a,
where a wave is incident on the metasurface with a pos-
itive kx value. According to Eq. (17), the radiated har-
monics are those with:
q + rN = 0 or − 1. (26)
Eq. (26) implies that the radiated reflected wave contains
frequency harmonics at f0 + rNfp and f0 + (rN − 1)fp,
𝛽
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𝜔0 + 𝜔𝑝
𝛽𝑝
∙ ∙
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𝑘𝑥
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𝜔0 − 𝜔𝑝 ∙
𝛽𝑝
−𝑘𝑥
(a)
𝛽
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𝜔0
𝜔0 + 𝜔𝑝
𝛽𝑝
∙ ∙
Incident 
harmonic
+1 harmonic
𝑘𝑥
-1 
harmonic
𝜔0 − 𝜔𝑝 ∙
𝛽𝑝
−𝑘𝑥
(b)
FIG. 17. Graphic representation of the spatial and temporal
frequency shifts for a path number N = 4. (a) The incident
tangential wavenumber kx is positive. (b) The incident tan-
gential wavenumber kx is negative.
where r ∈ Z. Under a capacitance variation that gener-
ates sawtooth reflection phase, the reflected wave is up-
converted to the first radiated frequency harmonic, which
in this case is the harmonic pair (r = −1, q = 3). There-
fore, the reflected wave is Doppler shifted to a frequency
f0 + 3fp. In addition, we choose an incident angle such
that the wave is retroreflected. As explained in Section
III B 2, the modulation wavenumber is set to βp = 2kx
(see Fig. 17a). The retroreflection angle can be calcu-
lated by setting θ−1,3 = −θi in Eq. (19), which is 39◦ for
a path number of N = 4.
The calculated retroreflection spectra are shown in Fig.
18a and 18c. Doppler-like frequency translation to fre-
quency f0 + 3fp occurs for the incident angle of 39
◦, for
both polarizations. The frequency of interest f0+3fp ex-
hibits retroreflective subharmonic frequency translation.
The conversion loss and sideband suppression for both
polarizations are provided in example 6 of Table I. Note
that in Fig. 18a and 18c, only the harmonics represented
by a solid line are propagating in the retroreflective di-
rection. The harmonics represented by dashed lines are
propagating in the specular direction.
Note that, with a wavelength-scale spatial modulation
period, the performance of the metasurface is direction-
dependent. When the incident angle is −39◦, as shown
in Fig. 17b, it is clear that the radiated harmonics are
those with:
q + rN = 0 or 1. (27)
In this case, the harmonic pair (q = 1, r = 0) is in-
side the light cone. Therefore, the metasurface performs
serrodyne frequency translation: upconversion to a a fre-
quency f0 + fp. Since βp = 2kx, the frequency of interest
f0 + fp is also retroreflected. The calculated reflection
spectra are shown in Fig. 18b and 18d. Doppler-like
frequency translation to frequency f0 + fp is observed
for both polarizations. The conversion loss and side-
band suppression for both polarizations are provided in
example 7 of Table I. An illustration of the direction-
dependent retroreflective behavior of the metasurface,
with a wavelength-scale spatial modulation period, is de-
picted in Fig. 19a.
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FIG. 18. Analytical retroreflection spectrum of the homog-
enized, lossless, spatio-temporally modulated metasurface.
The harmonics denoted by solid lines retroreflect. The har-
monics denoted by the dashed lines reflect in the specular di-
rection. (a) 4-path (N = 4) modulation for TE polarization,
for an incident angle of 39◦. (b) 4-path (N = 4) modula-
tion for TE polarization, for an incident angle of −39◦. (c)
4-path (N = 4) modulation for TM polarization, for an in-
cident angle of 39◦. (d) 4-path (N = 4) modulation for TM
polarization, for an incident angle of −39◦.
𝑥
𝑧 𝑓0, −𝑘𝑥
𝐶1(𝑡, 𝑥)𝑙 𝐶
𝑁(𝑡, 𝑥)⋯ 𝐶1(𝑡, 𝑥) ⋯
 𝜖𝑟
𝜃 𝑓0 + 𝑓𝑝, 𝑘𝑥𝜃𝑓0, 𝑘𝑥
𝑓0 + 3𝑓𝑝, −𝑘𝑥
(a)
𝑥
𝑧 𝑓0, −𝑘𝑥
𝐶1(𝑡, 𝑥)𝑙 𝐶
𝑁(𝑡, 𝑥)⋯ 𝐶1(𝑡, 𝑥) ⋯
 𝜖𝑟
𝜃 𝑓0 + 𝑓𝑝, 𝑘𝑥𝜃𝑓0, 𝑘𝑥
𝑓0 − 𝑓𝑝, −𝑘𝑥
(b)
FIG. 19. Retroreflective performance of the spatio-temporally
modulated metasurface. The path number is N = 4, and the
retroreflection angle is θ = 39◦. (a) The sheet capacitance
generates a reflection phase on each column that is a sawtooth
with respect to time. (b) The capacitance modulation on each
column generates sinusoidal reflection phase with respect to
time.
2. Case 5: Retroreflective frequency translation with a
staggered sinusoidal reflection phase
Here, retroreflection is also achieved using a sheet ca-
pacitance that generates a staggered sinusoidal reflection
phase with respect to time on adjacent columns. The
capacitance modulation waveform is shown in Fig. 20a
and Fig. 20c for each polarization. Each column of
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FIG. 20. (a) Calculated capacitance modulation for a sinu-
soidal reflection phase versus time for TE polarization. (b)
Analytical reflection spectrum of the homogenized, lossless
time-modulated metasurface for TE polarization. (c) Calcu-
lated capacitance modulation for a sinusoidal reflection phase
versus time for TM polarization. (d) Analytical reflection
spectrum of the homogenized lossless time-modulated meta-
surface for TM polarization.
the metasurface generates a sinusoidal reflection phase
in time. When all the columns of the metasurface are
biased with the same waveform, the reflection spectra
take the form of a Bessel function, as shown in Fig. 20b
and Fig. 20d. The peak-to-peak modulation amplitude
is chosen to be 276◦ to suppress the zeroth harmonic in
reflection [26]. Unlike the sawtooth modulation, the si-
nusoidal reflection phase excites both +1 (r = 0, q = 1)
and −1 (r = 0, q = −1) frequency harmonics.
Fig. 17 shows that for a positive kx incident wavenum-
ber, the reflected +1 frequency harmonic is outside of
the light cone (|kx + βp| > k0), and the refleted -1 fre-
quency harmonic is inside the light cone (|kx−βp| < k0).
Since the +1 frequency harmonic does not radiate and is
not supported by the metasurface as a surface wave, the
power is reflected from the metasurface with a frequency
of f0 − fp. In other words, for a wavelength-scale spa-
tial modulation period, the metasurface supports single-
sideband frequency translation with the sinusoidal mod-
ulation. When the incident angle is 39◦, the frequency of
interest f0 − fp is retroreflective. Again, the retroreflec-
tive behavior of the metasurface is directionally depen-
dent. When the incident angle is −39◦, the +1 frequency
harmonic is inside the light cone, while the −1 frequency
harmonic is outside, as shown in Fig. 17b. For the capac-
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FIG. 21. Analytical retroreflection spectrum of the homog-
enized, lossless, spatio-temporaaly modulated metasurface.
The capacitance modulation generates a sinusoidal reflection
phase on each path. The harmonics denoted by the solid lines
are propagating in the retroreflective direction. The harmon-
ics denoted by the dashed lines are propagating in specular
direction. (a) 4-path (N = 4) modulation for TE polariza-
tion, for an incident angle of 39◦. (b) 4-path (N = 4) mod-
ulation for TE polarization, for an incident angle of −39◦.
(c) 4-path (N = 4) modulation for TM polarization, for an
incident angle of 39◦. (d) 4-path (N = 4) modulation for TM
polarization, for an incident angle of −39◦.
itance variation shown in Fig. 20a and 20c, the retrore-
flection wave is radiated at a frequency f0 + fp. For this
case, the direction-dependent retroreflective behavior of
the metasurface is depicted in Fig. 19b. The calculated
reflection spectra are shown in Fig. 21. As expected,
Doppler-like frequency translation to f0 − fp is observed
for an incident angle of 39◦, and f0+fp for incident angle
of −39◦. The conversion loss and sideband suppression
for both polarizations are provided in examples 8 and 9
of Table I.
Note that the retroreflection angle for both of the last
two cases (with sawtooth and sinusoidal reflection phase)
was ±39◦ for a path number of N = 4. By simply chang-
ing the temporal modulation waveform, the retroreflec-
tion frequency was changed between f0−fp and f0+3fp,
for the same incident angle of 39◦.
IV. METASURFACE DESIGN AND
FABRICATION
In this section, a prototype metasurface is described
and measurements are reported for several of the space-
time modulation cases described earlier. Details of the
metasurface realization, as well as the measurement setup
used to characterize its performance, are given in Section
IV A. The static performance of the metasurface under
various DC bias conditions is presented in Section IV B.
Based on this static (DC) characterization, the required
bias waveform the time-modulated metasurface is deter-
mined in Section IV C. This section also includes the mea-
sured reflection spectra for time-variation alone. Finally,
measured results are given in Section IV D for several of
the spatio-temporal modulation cases explored theoreti-
cally in Section III.
A. Metasurface design and measurement setup
A unit cell of the dual-polarized, ultra thin (0.06λ)
metasurface is shown in Fig. 2a. Varactor diodes
(MAVR-000120-1411 from MACOM [40]) are integrated
onto the metasurface to act as tunable capacitances
for two orthogonal polarizations. The biasing networks
for each of these polarizations were printed behind the
ground plane of the unit cell, as shown in Fig. 22a and
Fig. 22c. Each bias layer consists of 28 metallic lines
that can independently modulate all 28 columns of the
metasurface. A total of 3136 MAVR-000120-1411 var-
actor diodes were mounted onto the metasurface. The
varactor diodes are biased through vias located on the
center of the metallic patches. A photo of the fabricated
metasurface is shown in Fig. 22b. The metallic traces of
the bias layers are routed to four D-SUB connectors edge
mounted to the metasurface. Rogers 4003C (r = 3.55
(a) (b)
Rogers 4450F
Rogers 4003C
Rogers 4003C 0.508 mm
0.101 mm
0.508 mm
Capacitance layer
Rogers 4450F
Rogers 4003C
Bias layer for 𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
𝑥
Bias layer for 𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
𝑦
Ground plane
0.508 mm
0.101 mm
(c)
FIG. 22. (a) Transparent view of the metasurface prototype
with two bias layers independently controlling each polariza-
tion. (b) Photograph of the fabricated metasurface. (c) Cross
section of the fabricated metasurface.
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FIG. 23. Photograph of the quasi-optical, free-space measure-
ment system.
and tan δ = 0.0027) substrate with a thickness of 0.508
mm was chosen for each layer. Rogers 4450F (r = 3.52
and tan δ = 0.004) bondply, with a thickness of 0.101
mm was used as an adhesive layer. A cross section of
the material layers used to fabricate the metasurface is
shown in Fig. 22c. The total thickness of the fabricated
metasurface is 1.726 mm (0.06λ).
The metasurface was experimentally characterized us-
ing the quasi-optical Gaussian beam system shown in Fig.
23. In the experimental setup, the fabricated metasur-
face is illuminated by a spot-focusing lens antenna (SAQ-
103039-90-S1). The antenna excites a Gaussian beam
with a beamwidth of 50 mm at the focal length of 10
cm. The width of the fabricated metasurface is larger
than 1.5 times the beamwidth to limit edge diffraction.
A continuous wave signal provided by Anritsu MS4644B
vector network analyzer at f0 = 10 GHz was used as
the incident signal. The amplitude of the incident signal
impinging on the metasurface was measured to be −20
dBm. An Agilent E4446A spectrum analyzer was used
to capture the reflected spectrum. The path loss of the
system was measured and calibrated out of the measure-
ments. The metasurface was modulated by four Keysight
M9188A 16-channel D/A converters. Each channel of the
D/A converter was synchronized and staggered in time.
The D/A converter has an output voltage range from
0 V to 30 V, and a maximum modulation frequency of
fp = 25 kHz.
B. Measurements of a DC biased metasurface:
tunable reflection phase
We will first look at the simulated and measured DC
performance of the proposed metasurface. The capaci-
tance provided by the varactors ranges from 0.18 pF to
1.2 pF. Using the commercial electromagnetic solver AN-
SYS HFSS, a full-wave simulation of the unit cell shown
in Fig. 2a is conducted in the absence of time-variation.
In the simulations, each varactor diode is modeled as a
lumped capacitance in series with a resistance. The ca-
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FIG. 24. Simulated reflection coefficient amplitude and phase
of the realized metasurface for a range of varactor capaci-
tances. The incident wave is obliquely incident at an angle of
25◦. (a) Reflection amplitude for TE polarization. (b) Reflec-
tion phase for TE polarization. (c) Reflection amplitude for
TM polarization. (d) Reflection phase for TM polarization.
pacitance and resistance values of the varactor diode were
extracted as a function of bias voltage from its SPICE
model [40].
The simulated reflection coefficients of the metasurface
for various varactor capacitance values are given in Fig.
24. The incident angle is set to 25◦. At the operating
frequency of 10 GHz, the reflection phase of the metasur-
face can be varied from −181.1◦ to 155◦ for TE polariza-
tion, providing a maximum phase range of 336.1◦. For
TM polarization, the reflection phase of the metasurface
can be varied from −181.8◦ to 146.3◦, providing a maxi-
mum phase range of 328.1◦. At the operating frequency
of 10 GHz, the simulated reflection amplitude for both
polarizations remains greater than −3 dB across the en-
tire phase range. Note that at the resonant frequency of
the unit cell, the input susceptance goes to zero, and the
surface admittance becomes purely resistive. The effec-
tive resistance seen by the incident wave is determined
by the losses within the dielectric, the finite conductiv-
ity of the metallic patches and the losses of the varactor.
As a result, the reflection coefficient magnitude dips at
resonance dips the reflection phase becomes zero (a high
impedance condition). The highest return loss at 10 GHz
is 3.41 dB for TE polarization, occurring for a varactor
capacitance of 0.313 pF. For TM polarization, the highest
return loss at 10 GHz is 2.47 dB, occurring at a varactor
capacitance of 0.30 pF. The metasurface suffers higher
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FIG. 25. Measured reflection coefficient amplitude and phase
of the metasurface prototype for a range of bias voltages. The
incident wave is oblique at an angle of 25◦. (a) Reflection
amplitude for TE polarization. (b) Reflection phase for TE
polarization. (c) Reflection amplitude for TM polarization.
(d) Reflection phase for TM polarization.
loss for TE polarization than TM polarization. This is
because, at the incident angle of 25◦, the value of the free-
space tangential wave impedance for TE polarization is
closer (impedance matches better) to the purely resistive
input impedance of the metasurface at resonance. The
simulated cross-polarization behavior of the metasurface
is lower than −50 dB for all the orthogonal varactor ca-
pacitance combinations.
The static (DC biased) performance of the metasur-
face was measured under an oblique angle of 25◦. The
measured TE and TM reflection coefficients under vari-
ous bias voltages are given in Fig 25. The bias voltage
used in measurement ranged from 0 V to 15 V, providing
a varactor capacitance range of 0.18 pF to 1.2 pF. At the
operating frequency of 10 GHz, the measured reflection
phase of the metasurface could be varied from −182.7◦
to 149.9◦ for TE polarization, providing a phase range
of 332.6◦. For TM polarization, the measured reflection
phase could be varied from−176.9◦ to 147.6◦, providing a
phase range of 324.5◦. At resonance, the measured reflec-
tion amplitude was found to be much lower than in simu-
lation, indicating higher losses in the fabricated metasur-
face. This could be attributed to additional ohmic loss
within the diode as well as losses introduced by the tin-
ning and soldering procedures used to mount the diodes.
Nevertheless, the simulated and measured static perfor-
mances of the metasurface are in good agreement. A de-
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FIG. 26. (a) Bias waveform of the time-modulated metasur-
face for TE polarization. (b) Measured reflection spectrum of
the time-modulated metasurface prototype for TE polariza-
tion. (c) Bias waveform of the time-modulated metasurface
prototype for TM polarization. (d) Measured reflection spec-
trum of the time-modulated metasurface for TM polarization.
tailed comparison between simulation and measurement
for each bias voltage is given in Supplemental Materials
VI.
A harmonic balance simulation with the Keysight ADS
circuit solver was used to verify the theoretical analysis
and compute reflection spectrum. However, to use the
harmonic balance circuit solver, a circuit equivalent of the
fabricated metasurface needed to be extracted for each
polarization. The equivalent circuits are extracted from
full-wave scattering simulations. A voltage-dependent re-
sistance is added to it to account for the added losses
observed in measurement. The equivalent circuits for
the two polarizations under an oblique incident angle of
25◦ are given in Supplemental Materials VI. From the
equivalent circuits, the capacitance modulation required
to obtain a given reflection phase versus time dependence
can be obtained.
C. Measurements of a time-modulated
metasurface: serrodyne frequency translation
As discussed in Section II B, if all columns of the meta-
surface are biased with the same modulation waveform,
providing a sawtooth reflection phase versus time, the
metasurface can perform serrodyne frequency transla-
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tion. As shown in Fig. 24 and Fig. 25, the reflection
amplitude is not unity due to the loss in the metasur-
face. Therefore, the capacitance modulation waveform
had to be numerically optimized. The detailed optimiza-
tion process is detailed in Supplemental Materials VII.
In the experiment, the optimized waveform was sam-
pled at 20 data points per period Tp = 40 µsec, and
the sampled waveform was entered into the D/A con-
verter. All channels of the D/A converter were syn-
chronized with the same bias waveform. The bias wave-
form across several diodes was measured using a differ-
ential probe (Tektronix TMDP0200) and Tektronix os-
cilloscope MDO3024. The optimized and measured bias
voltage waveforms are shown in Fig. 26a for TE polar-
ization and Fig. 26c for TM polarization. The measured
reflection spectrum for an oblique angle of 25◦ is shown
in Fig. 26b for TE polarization and Fig. 26d for TM po-
larization. Both polarizations show serrodyne frequency
translation to f = f0 + fp. For TE polarization, a 4.604
dB conversion loss and 9.196 dB of sideband suppression
are achieved. For TM polarization, a 3.67 dB conver-
sion loss and 9.86 dB sideband suppression are achieved.
For each polarization, the measured reflection spectrum
in Fig. 26b and 26d generally agrees with harmonic bal-
ance simulations of its extracted circuit models, as shown
in Fig. S6 of Supplemental Materials VIII.
D. Measurements of a space-time modulated
metasurface
As shown in Section III, various functions can be
realized by spatio-temporally modulating the metasur-
face, including specular subharmonic frequency transla-
tion, deflective/retroreflective serrodyne frequency trans-
lation, and deflective/retroreflective subharmonic fre-
quency translation. Measured results are given here as a
validation of our analysis. Again, the incident frequency
f0 and modulation frequency fp are set to 10 GHz and
25 kHz, respectively. Unless stated otherwise, the reflec-
tion phase of each column (path) is a sawtooth function
in time. It is optimized as described in Supplemental
Material VII. In Section IV D 1, the spatial modulation
period of the metasurface is set to be electrically small
(N = 2, 3). Subharmonic frequency translation is demon-
strated for specular reflection. In Section IV D 2, the spa-
tial modulation period is electrically large. The number
of paths is chosen to be N = 20. Simultaneous beam
steering and frequency translation is demonstrated. In
Section IV D 3, the spatial modulation period is on the
order of a wavelength. The number of paths is set to
N = 4, and retroreflective subharmonic frequency trans-
lation is demonstrated. In Section IV D 4, the spatial
modulation period is still on the order of a wavelength
(N = 4); however, a staggered sinusoidal reflection phase
is used to demonstrate retroreflective frequency transla-
tion. The measured conversion loss and sideband sup-
pression for each of the examples are provided in Table
TABLE II. Measured conversion loss to desired reflected fre-
quency harmonic f ′ and and sideband suppression given: N -
the number of paths, θi - the incident angle, θobs - the obser-
vation angle, and the temporal phase modulation waveform
(either a sawtooth or a sinusoid). Note that positive values of
θi and θobs correspond to waves traveling along the positive
x direction.
Ex. N θi θobs
Wave-
form
f ′
Conversion
Loss
(dB)
Sideband
Supression
(dB)
TE TM TE TM
0 1 25◦ 25◦ saw f0 + fp 4.694 3.67 9.196 9.86
1 2 25◦ 25◦ saw f0 + 2fp 6.86 5.038 12.71 8.80
2 3 25◦ 25◦ saw f0 + 3fp 10.69 8.47 6.55 5.53
3 20 25◦ 42◦ saw f0 + fp 5.15 3.74 11.68 15.09
4 20 -42◦ -25◦ saw f0 + fp 5.06 3.79 11.46 15.20
5 4 39◦ -39◦ saw f0 + 3fp 10.85 6.64 9.98 5.45
6 4 -39◦ 39◦ saw f0 + fp 4.02 3.39 19.39 15.35
7 4 39◦ -39◦ sin f0 − fp 8.64 5.32 11.97 16.00
8 4 -39◦ 39◦ sin f0 + fp 7.76 5.30 9.45 15.87
II, and will be referred to throughout this section.
1. Reflective (specular) subharmonic frequency translation
In this section, electrically-small spatial modulation
periods are considered (|kx ± βp| > k0). The incident
wave is chosen to impinge on the metasurface with an
oblique angle of 25◦. The measured reflection spectra
for 2-path (N = 2) and 3-path (N = 3) modulation
schemes are given in Fig. 27. The reflection spectra
are measured at a reflection angle of θ = 25◦ (see Fig.
11). The measured spectra for both polarizations clearly
demonstrate subharmonic frequency translation, where
the only radiated harmonics are those reflected at fre-
quencies f = f+rNfs and r ∈ Z. Doppler-like frequency
translation is observed for both polarizations.The mea-
sured conversion loss and sideband suppression for both
polarizations are shown as examples 1 and 2 in Table II.
Compared to the homogenized, lossless metasurface pre-
sented in Section III A, the conversion loss and sideband
suppression degrade more as the number of paths is in-
creased. This is attributed to the evanescent harmonic
pairs on the surface of the structure. This is discussed
further in Supplemental Material VIII.
2. Measured deflective serrodyne frequency translation
In this section, the spatial modulation period is cho-
sen to be electrically large (|kx ± βp| < k0). The path
number is set to N = 20. For the capacitance variation
shown in Fig. 26a and Fig. 26c, the metasurface acts
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FIG. 27. Measured reflection spectrum of the spatio-
temporally modulated metasurface prototype. (a) 2-path
(N = 2) modulation for TE polarization. (b) 3-path (N = 3)
modulation for TE polarization. (c) 2-path (N = 2) modula-
tion for TM polarization. (d) 3-path (N = 3) modulation for
TM polarization.
as a serrodyne frequency translator, and simultaneously
deflects the wave to a different angle. When the incident
angle is θ1 = 25
◦, the measured reflection spectra at the
reflection angle θ2 = 42
◦ is shown in Fig. 28. The spec-
tra for both polarizations clearly show a Doppler shift
to frequency f0 + fp. The measured conversion loss and
sideband suppression for both polarizations are provided
in example 3 in Table II. Note that the refection angles
for harmonics with frequency f0 and f0+2fp are 25
◦ and
67◦ respectively. We can see from Fig. 28 that a fraction
of the reflected power from these two harmonics was still
captured by the finite aperture of the receive antenna due
to its relatively close placement.
By simply interchanging the transmitting and receiv-
ing antennas, we can measure the reflection spectra for
the case where the incident angle is θ2 = −42◦. The
measured reflected spectra at the reflection angle of θ1 =
−25◦ are given in Fig. 29. Again, the spectra for both
polarizations clearly show a Doppler shift to a frequency
f0 +fp. The measured conversion loss and sideband sup-
pression for both polarizations are shown in example 4 in
Table II. The harmonics with frequency f0 and f0 + 2fp
are reflected at −42◦ and 9.74◦ respectively, which are
also captured by the receiving antenna. Note that, the
reflected spectra in Fig. 28 and Fig. 29 are almost identi-
cal. This is due to the fact that the modulation frequency
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FIG. 28. Measured reflection spectrum of the spatio-
temporally modulated metasurface prototype, with an inci-
dent angle of 25◦.(a) 20-path (N = 20) modulation for TE
polarization. (b) 20-path (N = 20) modulation for TM po-
larization.
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FIG. 29. Measured reflection spectrum of the spatio-
temporally modulated metasurface prototype, with an inci-
dent angle of −42◦. (a) 20-path (N = 20) modulation for
TE polarization. (b) 20-path (N = 20) modulation for TM
polarization.
is far lower than the signal frequency. Otherwise, the re-
flection angle would differ from θ1 = −25◦, as discussed
in Supplemental Material V.
3. Measured retroreflective subharmonic frequency
translation
In this section, the spatial modulation period is on
the order of the wavelength of radiation (|kx| + |βp| >
k0, & ||kx| − |βp|| < k0). The path number is chosen to
be N = 4. As in Section III C, the retroreflective angle
is chosen to be ±39◦. In experiment, a 3 dB directional
coupler (Omni-spectra 2030-6377-00) was attached to the
antenna in order to measure the retroreflected spectra.
Note that the modulation waveform on each column is
optimized with the same procedure given in Supplemen-
tal material VII, for an incident angle of 39◦. The mea-
sured retroreflection spectra at an oblique angle of 39◦
are given in Fig. 30a and 30c for TE and TM polariza-
tion, respectively. As expected, frequency translation to
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FIG. 30. Measured retroreflection spectrum of the spatio-
temporally modulated metasurface prototype. (a) 4-path
(N = 4) modulation for TE polarization, for an incident angle
of 39◦. (b) 4-path (N = 4) modulation for TE polarization,
for an incident angle of −39◦. (c) 4-path (N = 4) modulation
for TM polarization, for an incident angle of 39◦. (d) 4-path
(N = 4) modulation for TM polarization, for an incident an-
gle of −39◦.
f0+3fp is observed for both polarizations. The measured
conversion loss and sideband suppression for both polar-
izations are shown in example 5 in Table II. Note that,
comparing Fig. 30a and 30c to Fig. 18a and 18c, only
the harmonics in solid lines are captured by the antenna.
For an incident angle of −39◦, the measured retrore-
flection spectra are shown in Fig. 30b and 30d for TE and
TM polarization, respectively. As expected, the spectra
for both polarizations show a Doppler shift to frequency
f0 +fp. The measured conversion loss and sideband sup-
pression for both polarizations are shown in example 6 in
Table II. Again, comparing Fig. 30b and 30d to Fig. 18b
and 18d, only the harmonics in solid lines are captured
by the antenna.
4. Measured retroreflective frequency translation with a
staggered sinusoidal reflection phase
In this section, the bias waveform on adjacent columns
generates staggered sinusoidal reflection phases. The
modulation waveform on each column is optimized with
the same procedure given in Supplemental material VII,
for an incident angle of 39◦. Again, a wavelength-scale
spatial modulation period (N = 4) is used. As in Sec-
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FIG. 31. Measured retroreflection spectrum of the spatio-
temporally modulated metasurface prototype. The bias wave-
forms generates a sinusoidal reflection phase. (a) 4-path
(N = 4) modulation for TE polarization, for an incident angle
of 39◦. (b) 4-path (N = 4) modulation for TE polarization,
for an incident angle of −39◦. (c) 4-path (N = 4) modulation
for TM polarization, for an incident angle of 39◦. (d) 4-path
(N = 4) modulation for TM polarization, for an incident an-
gle of −39◦.
tion III C, the retroreflection angle is ±39◦. The mea-
sured retroreflection spectra at an oblique angle of 39◦
are given in Fig. 31a and 31c. As expected, frequency
translation to f0 − fp is observed for both polarizations.
The measured conversion loss and sideband suppression
for both polarizations are provided in example 7 in Ta-
ble II. The measured retroreflection spectra at an oblique
angle of −39◦ are given in Fig. 31b and 31d. Frequency
translation to f0 + fp is observed for both polarizations.
The measured conversion loss and sideband suppression
for both polarizations are provided in example 8 in Table
II.
Both of the two previous retroreflection cases used 4
paths per spatial modulation period for a retroreflection
angle of 39◦ (examples 5 and 7 in Table II). The only dif-
ference between the two cases was the time-dependence of
the reflection phase (sawtooth versus sinusoidal). Thus,
we have shown that simply changing the temporal mod-
ulation waveform, the retroreflection frequency can be
changed. In this case, it changed from f0−fp to f0+3fp.
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V. CONCLUSION
We reported a spatio-temporally modulated metasur-
face that can simultaneously control the reflected fre-
quency and angular spectrum. A proof-of-principle meta-
surface was designed and fabricated at X-band frequen-
cies. Additionally, a theoretical treatment of the spatio-
temporally modulated metasurface was presented which
accounts for the spatial discretization of the structure.
The theoretical treatment provides an accurate model of
the metasurface as well as insight into the subharmonic
frequency translation possible with subwavelength spa-
tial modulation periods.
Specifically, when the spatial modulation is electri-
cally large, the metasurface exhibits serrodyne frequency
translation, where the metasurface can upconvert or
downcovert the incident frequency f0 by the modulation
frequency fp. Meanwhile, tuning the spatial modulation
period allows the metasurface to steer the reflected beam,
and even exhibit retroreflection. When the spatial modu-
lation is electrically small, the metasurface exhibits sub-
harmonic frequency translation. In this case, all the ra-
diated harmonics are reflected in the specular direction.
When the spatio modulation period is on the order of a
wavelength, retroreflective subharmonic frequency trans-
lation can be achieved. The retroreflected wave carries a
frequency that can be switched by changing the temporal
modulation waveform.
The designed metasurface provides a new level of re-
configurability. Multiple functions including beamsteer-
ing, retroreflection, serrodyne frequency translation, and
subharmonic frequency translation can all be achieved
with one ultra-thin (0.06λ) metasurface by appropriately
tailoring the space-time modulation waveform. The de-
signed metasurface can find various applications in next-
generation communication, imaging and radar systems.
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I Finding the time-modulated sheet capacitance
In this section, the relation between the reflection phase and the sheet capacitance will be derived.
A homogenized model of the spatio-temporally modulated metasurface is shown in Fig. 5. It
consists of a discretized, space-time modulated capacitive sheet over a grounded dielectric substrate.
The spatial modulation period of the capacitive sheet is d, and its temporal modulation period is
Tp = 2pi/ωp. Each spatial modulation period is discretized into N paths (unit cells of width d0) over
which the sheet capacitance is uniform. At the operating frequency of f0 = ω0/2pi = 10 GHz, the
wave admittance in the substrate for TE and TM polarizations are,
Y TEs0 =
Ey
−Hx =
kTEs0z
µ0ω0
, (S.1)
Y TMs0 =
Ex
Hy
=
0hω0
kTMs0z
, (S.2)
where subscripts s, 0 and z denote the substrate, the operating frequency ω0, and the z-component
of the wavenumber, respectively. The relative permittivity of the substrate is h. Note that the
substrate admittance looking down from z = 0− is simply a ground plane translated by a distance
l, which provides an inductive input reactance (see Fig. 2b)
Y TXsub = −jY TXs0 cot(kTXs0z l), (S.3)
where “X” is either “E” for TE polarized waves or “M” for TM polarized waves. If there is no spatial
variation, the entire capacitive sheet has the same time variation. The sheet capacitance CTX(t) is
assumed to be a periodic function of time,
CTX(t) = CTX0 + ∆C
TX(t). (S.4)
where CTX0 is static capacitance designed to resonate with the inductive reactance given by (S.3) at
frequency f0 for each polarization. It is given by
CTX0 =
Y TXs0 cot(k
TX
s0z l)
ω0
. (S.5)
Since Y TXs0 resonates with C
TX
0 at frequency f0, the reflection phase φ(t) at the incident frequency
is fully controlled by ∆CTX(t),
φ (t) = −2 arctan ω0∆C
TX (t)
Y TX00
, (S.6)
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where Y TX00 is the tangential wave admittance in free space at radial frequency ω0 for each polariza-
tion:
Y TE00 =
√
k20 − k2x
µ0ω0
, (S.7)
Y TM00 =
0ω0√
k20 − k2x
. (S.8)
where k0 is the free space wavenumber at radial frequency ω0, and kx is the tangential wavenumber
of the incident wave. In this paper, the reflection phase of each column of the metasurface is either
a sawtooth (φ(t) = ωpt), or a sinusoidal function (φ(t) = A0 sin(ωpt)) in time; where ωp is the radial
frequency of the modulation. From Eq. S.6, the capacitance ∆CTX(t) can be found for a desired
time-varying phase φ(t)
∆CTX (t) = −Y
TX
00
ω0
tan
(
φ (t)
2
)
. (S.9)
The capacitance CTX(t) is a periodic function in time. Therefore, it can be expressed as a Fourier
series:
CTX(t) =
∞∑
q=−∞
CTXq e
jqωpt, (S.10)
where the coefficient CTXq is equal to
CTXq =
1
Tp
∫ Tp
0
CTX(t)e−jqωptdt. (S.11)
This Fourier representation of the capacitance is used to find the fields scattered from the metasur-
face: a time-modulated capacitive sheet over a grounded uniaxial dielectric substrate.
II Calculation of the reflected spectrum from the time-
modulated metasurface
The total tangential fields above (z = 0+) and below (z = 0−) the time-modulated capacitive sheet
take the form,
Et|z=0+ = Et|z=0− =
∞∑
q=−∞
Vqe
jqωptej(ω0t−kxx), (S.12)
Ht|z=0+ =
∞∑
q=−∞
Iqe
jqωptej(ω0t−kxx), (S.13)
Ht|z=0− =
∞∑
q=−∞
−jVqY TXsq cot(kTXsqz l)ejqωptej(ω0t−kxx). (S.14)
Y TXsq and k
TX
szq are the tangential wave admittance and normal (z-directed) wavenumber in the
substrate at the frequency ωq = ω0 + qωp, and are given by
kTEszq =
√
ω2q
c2
h − k2x, kTMszq =
√
ω2q
c2
h − k2x
h
zz
, (S.15)
2
Y TEsq =
kTEszq
µ0ωq
, Y TMsq =
0hωq
kTMszq
. (S.16)
If the magnitude of the voltage signal that modulates the varactors comprising the time-modulated
capacitive sheet is much larger than the incident signal at f0, the sheet can be treated as a linear,
time-varying capacitance. Therefore, the boundary condition [1] at z = 0 is given by
Ht|z=0+ −Ht|z=0− = ddt (C
TX(t)Et). (S.17)
Inserting the Fourier series expansion for capacitance from Eq. (S.10) and the field expressions from
Eqs. (S.12-S.14) into (S.17) yields
Iq = −jVqY TXsq cot(kTXsqz l) + j(qωp + ω0)
∞∑
q′=−∞
CTXq−q′Vq′ . (S.18)
In matrix form, this can be written as
ITX = Y TXV TX , (S.19)
where ITX is a vector with the complex coefficients Iq of the total tangential magnetic field above
the metasurface, V TX is a vector with the coefficients Vq of the total tangential electric field, and
Y TX is the input admittance matrix of the metasurface (looking into the metasurface at z = 0+)
with entries
Y TXqq′ = jωqC
TX
q−q′ − jδ(q − q′)Y TXsq cot(kTXszq l). (S.20)
The incident and reflected tangential fields above the metasurface are given by Eq. (5-8). Further,
the coefficients of the incident electric and magnetic fields, as well as the reflected electric and
magnetic fields, are related by the free-space tangential admittance:
I inc = Y TX0 V
inc, Iref = −Y TX0 V ref . (S.21)
For each polarization, the diagonal admittance matrix Y TX0 contains entries
Y TE0qq′ =
δ(q − q′)
√
ω2q/c
2 − k2x
µ0ωq
, (S.22)
Y TM0qq′ =
δ(q − q′)0ωq√
ω2q/c
2 − k2x
. (S.23)
From Eq. (S.19) and (S.21), the reflected electric field can be calculated for each polarization using
Eq. (9) in the main text.
III Finding the discretized, space-time modulated sheet ca-
pacitance
The space-time capacitance, C(t, x), of the capacitive sheet can be expanded as a 2-D Fourier series:
C(t, x) =
∞∑
m=−∞
∞∑
q=−∞
Cmqe
−jmβpxejqωpt, (S.24)
3
where βp = 2pi/d is the spatial modulation wavenumber and ωp = 2pi/Tp is the radial frequency
(temporal modulation wavenumber) of the modulation. The coefficients Cmq of the 2-D Fourier
series can be calculated as:
Cmq =
1
dTp
∫ d
0
∫ Tp
0
C(t, x)ejmβpxe−jqωptdtdx. (S.25)
As noted in the main text, the capacitive sheet is assumed to be spatially invariant across a given
path. According to Eq. (10), the capacitance modulation of a path is staggered in time by Tp/N
with respect to its adjacent path. Therefore, if there are N unit cells in one spatial modulation
period d (N-path configuration), the sheet capacitance, of a path can be expressed as
Cv(t, x) =
{
CTX(t− (v − 1)TpN ), v−1N d < x < vN d
0, otherwise
, (S.26)
which is a pulse function in space, and periodic function in time (see Eq. (S.10)). The spatio-
temporally varying sheet capacitance can then be expressed as
C (t, x) =
N∑
v=1
Cv (t, x). (S.27)
The capacitance of path v, Cv(t, x), can also be expanded as a 2-D Fourier series,
Cv(t, x) =
∞∑
m=−∞
∞∑
q=−∞
Cvmqe
−jmβpxejqωpt, (S.28)
where
Cvmq =
1
dTp
∫ d
0
∫ Tp
0
Cv(t, x)ejmβpxe−jqωptdtdx
=
1
dTp
∫ v
N d
v−1
N d
∫ Tp
0
CTX(t− (v − 1)Tp
N
)ejmβpxe−jqωptdtdx. (S.29)
The equation above can be used to derive the following relationship between the Fourier coefficients
of the sheet capacitance on adjacent paths,
Cvmq = C
v−1
mq e
jm 2piN e−jq
2pi
N . (S.30)
The Fourier coefficents of the overall capacitive sheet, Cmq, given by Eq. (S.25), can be found by
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summing the capacitance over all the paths and employing Eq. (S.30),
Cmq =
1
dTp
(∫ d
N
0
∫ Tp
0
C(t, x)ejmβpxe−jqωptdtdx+ . . .
+
∫ d
N−1
N d
∫ Tp
0
C(t, x)ejmβpxe−jqωptdtdx
)
=
1
dTp
(∫ d
0
∫ Tp
0
C1(t, x)ejmβpxe−jqωptdtdx+ . . .
+
∫ d
0
∫ Tp
0
CN (t, x)ejmβpxe−jqωptdtdx
)
=
N∑
v=1
Cvmq =
N∑
v=1
C1mqe
j 2piN (m−q)(v−1). (S.31)
It is clear from Eq. (S.31) that the coefficient Cmq is zero except when
m− q = rN, where r ∈ Z. (S.32)
Therefore,
Cmq =
{
NC1mq, m− q = rN,where r ∈ Z
0, otherwise
. (S.33)
Given the staggered modulation of the paths (unit cells), the metasurface functions as an N-path
system, and the indices m and q are related by Eq. (S.32). Inserting Eq. (S.32) into Eq. (S.24), the
sheet capacitance can be rewritten as,
C(t, x) =
∞∑
r=−∞
∞∑
q=−∞
Cq+rN,qe
−j(q+rN)βpxejqωpt
∆
=
∞∑
r=−∞
∞∑
q=−∞
Crqe
jq(ωpt−βpx)e−jrβdx, (S.34)
where the wavenumber βd = Nβp = 2pi/d0 is an additional wavenumber resulting from the discretiza-
tion of the spatial modulation. The summation over r accounts for the discontinuity in capacitance
at the the boundary of each path as well as the microscopic variation of capacitance within the paths
(which in this case is constant). The summation over q accounts for the macroscopic capacitance
variation over one spatial modulation period d.
Given Eq. (S.33), the spatio-temporal coefficients of the capacitance variation are given by
Cr,q =
1
dTp
∫ d
0
∫ Tp
0
Cv(t, x)ej(q+rN)βpxe−jqωptdtdx
= NCr,q
=
N
dTp
∫ d/N
0
∫ Tp
0
CTX(t)ej(q+rN)βpxe−jqωptdtdx
=
N
dTp
∫ d/N
0
∫ Tp
0
CTX(t)ejq(ωpt−βpx)e−jrβdxdtdx. (S.35)
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From Eq. (S.36), we see that the capacitance Cv(t, x) along a path is a separable function,
Cv(t, x) = fv(t)gv(x), (S.36)
where fv(t) is the temporal modulation of capacitance CTX(t) along path 1. In this paper, fv(t)
generates either a sawtooth reflection phase in time (see Fig. 5a and 5c) or a sinusoidal reflec-
tion phase in time (see Fig. 20a and 20c). In addition, gv(x) is a function describing the spatial
dependence of capacitance along path 1, which is assumed to be a pulse function,
gv(x) =
{
1, (v−1)dN < x <
vd
N
0, otherwise
. (S.37)
Inserting Eq. (S.36-S.37) into Eq. (S.35), we obtain
Crq =
N
dTs
∫ d
N
0
ej(q+rN)βpxdx
∫ Ts
0
f1(t)e−jqωptdt
= ej
pi(q+rN)
N sinc
pi(q + rN)
N
CTXq , (S.38)
where CTXq are the temporal coefficients of the capacitance modulation for a single path, given by
Eq. (S.11).
IV Calculation of the reflected spectrum from a discretized,
space-time modulated metasurface
As a result of the symmetry introduced by the staggered modulation scheme, the tangential field
above the metasurface satisfies the following N-path field relation [2].
Et(t, x) = e
j(
ω0Tp
N − kxdN )Et(t− Tp
N
, x− d
N
) (S.39)
This space-time field distribution on the surface can also be expressed in terms of a modified 2-D
Floquet expansion:
Et(t, x) = Et|z=0+ = Et|z=0− =
∞∑
m=−∞
∞∑
q=−∞
Vmqe
−jmβpxejqωptej(ω0t−kxx). (S.40)
Substituting (S.40) into (S.39), one again finds that (S.32) must hold. As a result,
Et(t, x) =
∞∑
r=−∞
∞∑
q=−∞
V(q+rN)qe
−j(q+rN)βpxejqωptej(ω0t−kxx) (S.41)
Et(t, x) =
∞∑
r=−∞
∞∑
q=−∞
Vrqe
−jrβdxejq(ωpt−βpx)ej(ω0t−kxx), (S.42)
where the wavenumber βd = Nβp = 2pi/d0 results from the discretization of the spatial modulation.
The summation over r accounts for the microscopic field variation along each path (unit cell size
of length d0 = d/N), while the summation over q accounts for the macroscopic field variation over
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one spatial modulation period d. Observing the field expression in Eq. (S.42), it can be concluded
that the staggered modulation between paths impresses a tangential wavenumber of qβp onto the
qth harmonic. The total tangential magnetic field on the spatio-temporally modulated metasurface
(see Fig. 3) can be expressed as,
Ht|z=0+ =
M∑
r,q=−M
Irqe
−jrβdxejq(ωpt−βpx)ej(ω0t−kxx) (S.43)
Ht|z=0− =
∞∑
r,q=−∞
−jVrqY TXsrq cot(kTXsrqzl)e−jrβdxejq(ωpt−βpx)ej(ω0t−kxx). (S.44)
Inserting Eqs. (S.42), (S.43) and (S.44) into the boundary condition given by Eq. (S.17) yields
Irq = j(qωp + ω0)
M∑
r′,q′=−M
CTXr−r′,q−q′Vr′q′ − jVrqY TXsrq cot(kTXsrqzl), (S.45)
where Y TXsrq and k
TX
srqz are the tangential wave admittance and normal wavenumber in the substrate
for each spatio-temporal harmonic pair (r, q),
Y TEsrq =
kTEsrqz
µ0ωrq
, Y TMsrq =
0hωrq
kTMsrqz
, (S.46)
kTEsrqz =
√
ω2rq
c2
h − k2xrq, kTMsrqz =
√
ω2rq
c2
h − k2xrq
h
zz
, (S.47)
where s, r, q, and z denote the substrate, harmonic pair (r, q), and z-component of the wavenumber.
We can separate the total tangential field into incident and reflected tangential fields, as given in
Eqs. (12-15). The coefficients of the incident electric and magnetic field, as well as reflected electric
and magnetic field are related by the free-space wave admittance
Y TE0rq =
kTE0rqz
µ0ωrq
, Y TM0rq =
0ωrq
kTM0rqz
, (S.48)
kTE0rqz =
√
ω2rq
c2
− k2xrq, kTM0rqz =
√
ω2rq
c2
− k2xrq. (S.49)
In order to simplify the calculation, each harmonic pair (r, q) is mapped to one harmonic index
α = (r + M)(2M + 1) + q + 1 [3], as shown in Table S1. The harmonic mapping allows the
tangential fields, given by Eqs. (S.42) and (S.43), to be represented as vectors V TX and ITX ,
where each contains (2M + 1)2 entries: Vα and Iα respectively. The boundary condition and free-
space admittance given by Eqs. (S.45) and (S.48) can then be written in matrix form. The size of
metasurface admittance matrix Y TX and free-space tangential admittance Y TX0 is (2M + 1)
2 ×
(2M + 1)2. The reflected electric field can be calculated for each polarization using Eq. (9). The
metasurface admittance matrix Y TX contains entries:
Y TXαα′ = jωαC
TX
α−α′ − jδ(α− α′)Y TXsα cot(kTXszαl). (S.50)
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Table S1: Harmonic mapping relationship used in the analysis
r q α
−M −M 1
−M −M + 1 2
...
...
...
−M M 2M + 1
−M + 1 −M 2M + 2
−M + 1 −M + 1 2M + 3
...
...
...
M M (2M + 1)2
V Theoretical study of the spatio-temporally modulated meta-
surface for a high modulation frequency
In this section, we study the spatio-temporally modulated metasurface under a modulation frequency
fp that is comparable to the incident frequency f0. The modulation frequency is chosen to be fp = 0.6
GHz and the incident frequency is f0 = 10 GHz. The incident plane wave is obliquely incident at
θ1 = 25
◦, and 20 paths per modulation period are chosen. The reflection phase of each column
is a sawtooth function in time, at the incident frequency of f0. For both polarizations, the field
is expanded into 141 frequency harmonics as well as spatial harmonics. The temporal capacitance
modulation on each path is truncated to 101 frequency harmonics.
Based on Eq. (23), the harmonics inside the light cone are those with q = 0,±1,±2,±3,−4.
Based on Eq. (19), the harmonic of interest (f0 + fp) reflects at an angle of θ2 = 39
◦. The reflected
TE and TM spectra are given in Fig. S1a and Fig. S1b, respectively. For TE polarization, a 1.72
dB conversion loss and 7.84 dB sideband suppression are observed. For TM polarization, a 2.1 dB
conversion loss and 7.25 dB sideband suppression are observed.
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Figure S1: Analytical reflection spectrum of the homogenized, lossless spatio-temporally modulated
metasurface. (a) 20-path (N = 20) modulation for TE polarization, for an incident angle of 25◦.
(b) 20-path (N = 20) modulation for TM polarization, for an incident angle of 25◦. (c) 20-path
(N = 20) modulation for TE polarization, for an incident angle of −39◦. (d) 20-path (N = 20)
modulation for TM polarization, for an incident angle of −39◦.
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When the incident signal impinges on the metasurface at θ2 = −39◦, the propagating reflected
harmonics are those with q = 0,±1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. The harmonic of interest (f0 + fp) travels with
a reflection angle of θ3 = −21◦. Note that the reflected angle θ3 6= θ1 [4]. The reflected spectrum
for TE and TM polarization is given in Fig. S1c and Fig. S1d, respectively. For TE polarization,
a 0.89 dB conversion loss and 7.51 dB sideband suppression are observed. For TM polarization, a
0.77 dB conversion loss and 8.23 dB sideband suppression are observed.
VI Reflection from a DC biased unit cell for an incident angle
of 25◦
As described in the paper, the tunability of the metasurface is provided by surface-mounted varactor
diodes MAVR-000120-1411. In the full-wave simulations, the varactor diode is modeled as a lumped
capacitance in series with a resistance. The capacitance and resistance values are extracted as a
function of bias voltage from the varactor’s SPICE model [5]. The simulated reflection coefficient
of the unit cell for various capacitance values is shown in Fig. 24 for an incident angle of 25◦. In
addition, the reflection coefficient of the fabricated metasurface is measured for various bias voltages
for the same angle of incidence, and is shown in Fig. 25. Comparing the simulated and measured
reflection coefficients, we noticed that the varactor capacitance versus bias voltage characteristic
given by the SPICE model did not accurately match the experimental results. Therefore, the
varactor capacitance versus experimental bias voltage characteristic was obtained by aligning the
measured reflection phase to simulation. In addition, the measured reflection amplitude indicated
that there was higher loss in measurement than in simulation. The additional loss can be introduced
by a higher measured varactor resistance or by the tinning and soldering processes used to mount
the varactor diodes.
In order to conduct harmonic balance simulation (see Section VIII) and predict the reflection
spectrum of the metasurface when modulated, a circuit representation of the fabricated metasurface
was extracted for each polarization. The circuit models are extracted from the full-wave scattering
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Figure S2: Extracted circuit models for for a unit cell (see Fig. 2a) of the metasurface under an
oblique incident angle of 25◦. (a)TE polarization. (b) TM polarization.
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Table S2: Detailed information an values of the extracted circuit shown in Fig. S2
ZTE0 Free space tangential wave impedance
(TE) under the oblique angle of 25◦,
415.97 Ω
ZTM0 Free space tangential wave impedance
(TM) under the oblique angle of 25◦,
341.68 Ω
ZTEh Substrate tangential wave impedance
(TE) under the oblique angle of 25◦,
220.77 Ω
ZTMh Substrate tangential wave impedance
(TM) under the oblique angle of 25◦,
181.34 Ω
CTEg Extracted pattern capacitance, 0.0325 pF C
TM
g Extracted pattern capacitance, 0.046 pF
CTEa Extracted pattern capacitance, 0.02 pF C
TM
a Extracted pattern capacitance, 0.03 pF
LTEp Extracted pattern inductance, 0.67 nH L
TM
p Extracted pattern inductance, 0.61 nH
RTE Extracted voltage-dependent resistance RTM Extracted voltage-dependent resistance
kTXhz Substrate normal wavenumber for TE or
TM, electric thickness kTXhz l = 10.411
◦
Lv Extracted series inductance of the vias,
0.11 nH
l Substrate thckness, 0.508 mm Cd Varactor diode SPICE model
Table S3: Varactor (MAVR-000120-1411) capacitance and resistance verses bias voltage character-
istic for TE polarization.
Varactor capacitance
(pF)
Additional loss
RTE in circuit
simulation (Ω)
Bias voltage used
in circuit
simulation (V)
Bias voltage used in
measurement (V)
0.4 2.08 4.03 4
0.329 1.82 5.2 5
0.284 1.758 6.5 6
0.25 1.74 7.98 7
0.22 1.60 9.58 8
0.202 1.20 11.28 9
Table S4: Varactor (MAVR-000120-1411) capacitance and resistance verses bias voltage character-
istic for TM polarization.
Varactor capacitance
(pF)
Additional loss
RTM used in
simulation (Ω)
Bias voltage used
in circuit
simulation (V)
Bias voltage used in
measurement (V)
0.385 2.066 4.16 4
0.319 1.95 5.44 5
0.271 2.00 6.92 6
0.239 2.17 8.4 7
0.213 2.39 10.2 8
0.19 2.12 12.49 9
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Figure S3: Reflection phase and magnitude versus varactor capacitance for the realized metasurface
from full-wave simulation, circuit model simulation and measurement under an oblique incident
angle of 25◦. Results are shown for a TE polarization.
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Figure S4: Reflection phase and magnitude versus varactor capacitance for the realized metasurface
from full-wave simulation, circuit model simulation and measurement under an oblique incident
angle of 25◦. Results are shown for a TM polarization.
simulations, with an added voltage-dependent resistance RTX to account for the additional loss
observed in measurement. The dependence of RTX is obtained by aligning the measured and sim-
ulated reflection amplitudes. The extracted circuit models are shown in Fig. S2. The values of the
extracted circuit parameters are shown in Table S2. The varactor diode Cd is modeled using the
SPICE model for MAVR-000120-1411 varactors. For each varactor capacitance, the corresponding
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bias voltages used in circuit simulation (given by the SPICE model) and measurement, as well as
the additional resistances RTX are given in Table S3 and S4 for the TE and TM polarizations. The
varactor characteristics and additional losses RTX are slightly different for the two polarizations.
This is likely due to tolerances in the varactor capacitance and resistance values.
The extracted circuits shown in Fig. S2 are simulated with the commercial circuit solver Keysight
Advanced Design System (ADS). Comparisons between full-wave simulation, measurement, and
circuit simulation are shown in S3 and S4 for various capacitance values. The reverse bias voltage
values used in circuit simulation are given in Table S3 and S4. The circuit simulations agree closely
with full-wave simulations and measurements of the metasurface, confirming the accuracy of the
circuit model shown in Fig. S2.
VII Calculating the optimized bias waveform
In order to achieve serrodyne frequency translation, a bias waveform is needed that generates a
sawtooth reflection phase, which varies 2pi radians over each modulation period. To obtain the bias
waveform, the following procedure was followed. Using the extracted circuit models shown in Fig.
S2, the reflection amplitude and phase were plotted versus bias voltage at 10 GHz, as shown in Fig.
S5. The plots show that the bias voltage versus reflection phase curves follow a tangent function.
Since the targeted sawtooth reflection phase is linear with respect to time over each modulation
period, the bias waveform was assumed to be of the following form,
V TXbias(t) =

A tan(B(ωpt+ C)) +D, for 0 < V
TX
bias < 14
0, for V TXbias < 0
14, for V TXbias > 14
. (S.51)
over each 40 usec modulation period (−Tp/2 < t < Tp/2). The parameters A, B, C, and D were then
numerically optimized to provide optimal serrodyne frequency translation: the highest frequency
conversion and lowest sidebands. The optimized values for TE polarization are A = 0.51 V, B =
0.522, C = 0.266 rad, D = 5.597 V. The optimized values for TM polarization are A = 0.8 V,
B = 0.535, C = 0.339 rad, D = 5.9 V.
Similarly, in order to generate a sinusoidal reflection phase with respect to time, the bias waveform
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Figure S5: Reflection coefficient magnitude and phase of the extracted circuit model for the meta-
surface as a function of reverse bias voltage. (a)TE polarization. (b) TM polarization.
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was assumed to be of the following form,
V TXbias(t) =

A tan(B(A0 sin(ωpt) + C)) +D, for 0 < V
TX
bias < 14
0, for V TXbias < 0
14, for V TXbias > 14
. (S.52)
where A0 = 138
◦, as explained in the paper. The fitting parameters A, B, C, and D were again
numerically optimized to suppress the zeroth harmonic in reflection. The optimized waveform used
in simulation is shown in Figs. S7a and S7c. The optimized values for TE polarization are A = 0.45
V, B = 0.455, C = 0.286 rad, D = 5.53 V. The optimized values for TM polarization are A = 0.65
V, B = 0.458, C = 0.389 rad, D = 5.8 V.
A harmonic representation of the optimized bias waveform (referred to as simulated bias wave-
form) was then used in the harmonic balance simulation, which is detailed in the next section. In
addition, a mapping between the bias voltage used in circuit simulation and in measurement for each
varactor capacitance value, was obtained from Table S3 and S4. The experimental bias waveform
was determined by applying this mapping to the optimized bias waveform. A sampled version (20
points per period) of the experimental bias waveform (referred to as measured bias waveform) was
applied to the metasurface through the D/A converter in measurement. The optimized and mea-
sured bias waveform used in the measurement are shown in Fig. 26a and 26c for serrodyne frequency
translation.
VIII Harmonic balance simulation of the extracted circuit
model
If all the columns of the metasurface are biased with the same waveform, the metasurface’s response
can be predicted by performing a harmonic balance simulation of a single unit cell’s extracted circuit
model. Harmonic balance simulations of the circuit model shown in Fig. S2 were performed using
Keysight ADS. The incident signal was set to an amplitude of −20 dBm at frequency f0 = 10 GHz.
The optimized waveforms V ybias and V
x
bias were calculated as described in the previous section.
When the reflection phase is a sawtooth function in time, the simulated reflection spectra are
given in Fig. S6b and S6d. The simulation results agree with the measurement results shown in Fig.
26. However, the measured results shows higher conversion loss and lower sideband suppression.
This can be attributed to the fact that the measured bias waveform is a coarsely sampled version of
the optimized waveform. The sampling rate of the D/A converter used in experiment is 0.5 MHz.
Therefore, only 20 samples per period could be taken of the 25 KHz modulation waveform. For a
reflection phase that is a sinusoidal function of time, the simulated reflection spectra are given in
Fig. S7b and S7d.
As mentioned in the paper, when the spatial modulation period is deeply subwavelength, the
metasurface can be viewed as an N-path system. Subharmonic frequency translation is supported in
this case, and the metasurface exhibits Doppler-like frequency translation to a high-order frequency
harmonic. The metasurface can be represented using an N-path circuit model shown in Fig. 9, where
there are N branches of time-varying circuits connected to a common port. Each path (column of
metasurface) is represented by a circuit model shown in Fig. S2. The bias wavefrom of each path
is given in Fig. S6a and S6c; and is staggered in time by Tp/N with respect to that of its adjacent
path. The simulated reflection spectra for 2-path and 3-path configurations are shown in Fig. S8.
Note that, as the path number N increases, the conversion loss increases as well. This is because the
N-path metasurface upconverts the frequency to the first propagating harmonic pair. The higher
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the upconverted frequency, the more loss there is in the frequency conversion process. The simulated
results agree with the measurement results shown in Fig. 27. However, the conversion loss of the
measured results degrade more severely as the path number increases. This is due to the fact that
when the metasurface is lossy, the evanescent harmonic pairs on the metasurface consume energy as
well. Those harmonic pairs are not represented in the N-path circuit network, where the N branches
of time-varying circuits are considered perfectly co-located.
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Figure S6: (a) Optimized bias waveform for a TE polarization. (b) Reflection spectrum from
harmonic balance simulation of the extracted circuit shown in Fig. S5a. The bias waveform is
given in Fig. S6a. (c) Optimized bias waveform for TM polarization. (d) Reflection spectrum from
harmonic balance simulation of the extracted circuit shown in Fig. S5b. The bias waveform is given
in Fig. S6c.
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Figure S7: (a) Optimized bias waveform for a TE polarization. (b) Reflection spectrum from
harmonic balance simulation of the extracted circuit shown in Fig. S5a. The bias waveform is
given in Fig. S7a. (c) Optimized bias waveform for TM polarization. (d) Reflection spectrum from
harmonic balance simulation of the extracted circuit shown in Fig. S5b. The bias waveform is given
in Fig. S7c
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Figure S8: Reflection spectrum from harmonic balance simulation of the N-path circuit model
depicted in Fig. 9. Each path is represented by the extracted circuit models shown in Fig. S2.
(a) 2-path (N = 2) modulation for TE polarization. (b) 3-path (N = 3) modulation for TE
polarization. (c) 2-path (N = 2) modulation for TM polarization. (d) 3-path (N = 3) modulation
for TM polarization.
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